
CLEVER

Design by Paolo Scagnellato & Jeremiah Ferrarese 

CLEVERVISITOR 
CHAIR



LOFTUS

980 W x 920 D x 785 H (Single seat)
1520 W x 920 D x 758 H (Two seat)
1940 W x 920 D x 758 H (2.5 seat)
2040 W x 920 D x 785 H (Three seat)

Seat size: 
450W x 550D 

Seat Width: 
530 Single seat
1070 (Two seat)
1490 (2.5 seat)
1590 (Three seat)

SOFA BEDS
CLEVER 
 
 
A chair for everyday occasion! 
 
The Clever range has been designed as versatile, economically priced 
seating. In designing the Clever chair stress was put on utility, simplicity 
and favourable price as well as ergonomics, design and reliability. 
It is this combination that makes the Clever range unique.



CLEVER 
 
 
Each chair comes with a locking clip which enables the chairs to be 
linked together in rows. Clever chairs are easy to stack (with 13 being the 
recommended maximum number that can be stacked together). 
A special trolley has been designed for the Clever series to facilitate chair 
transport.

VISITOR RANGE



Sturdy Framac pursue a policy of continuous improvement and reserve the right to introduce modification when required and to withdraw models without previous notification.
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CLEVER 112 

* Stackable conference chair, four-
legged steel frame, without armrests, 
integrated locking clip to link chairs in 
rows, upholstered seat and backrest.

CLEVER 114 

* Stackable conference chair, four-
legged steel frame, without armrests, 
integrated locking clip to link chairs in 
rows, plastic seat and backrest. 
(selection of colours)

CLEVER 115

* Stackable conference chair, four-
legged steel frame, without armrests, 
integrated locking clip to link chairs 
in rows, upholstered seat and plastic 
backrest.

Chair Overall Height Seat Height Depth Width

Clever 112 780 450 550 570

Clever 114 780 450 550 570

Clever 115 780 450 550 570

The Clever chair comes with a tablet arm to suit 
any educational environment.


